What Money Language are You Speaking Today?
Money is simply one form of the Divine. Whether it feels like it or not based on your experience with
money, you get to “direct” the flow of money in your life based on how you communicate with it.
Answer the following questions to understand how the type of language you are speaking with money is
creating abundance or lack, flow, or shortage of money.
1.

Think about your bank account. What thoughts come up? How does your body feel? What are
your emotions?

2.

How does money flow in and out of your life? Does it come easily? Does it stay? Does it leave
faster than it comes in? Is it easy to let it go? Or hard?

3.

Imagine standing in front of a great big pile of money. How do you feel?
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4.

Imagine waking up one morning and you open your front door to get the newspaper. Instead, you
find a suitcase full of money with a note that says, “Enjoy!” How do you feel?

5.

Imagine a picture of money if it was a character in a story. What does money look like to you?

6.

If you could ask money a favor, what would you ask it?

7.

The “upside” of having unlimited money is…

8.

The “downside” of having unlimited money is…

We all know that communication is made up of both verbal and non-verbal communication. When you
are communicating with money, money “hears” your communication through your emotions, and the
emotions that come out of the thoughts and beliefs you have about money.
Take a moment and review your answers. What are the themes you notice?
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If money were a friend, how would that friend respond if you used this type of language with him or
her?
Does your money language attract or repel money?
Does your money language create flow and abundance? Or lack and shortage?
Does your money language allow you to create a flow of abundance based on your soul desires?
Are you ready to communicate with money in an intentional and soul-full way? I invite you to sign up for
a Free Money Language Translation Session. During that session I’ll identify one of your Money
Languages, which is the way your Soul prefers to speak to and “be” with money to create SoulAbundance in alignment with who YOU are!
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